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Introduction

• Yugoslav football clubs that went on tours to 
Australia 1949-1990

• A chance to affirm young players, build team 
cohesion, earn some extra money for the club
and/or opportunity to show Yugoslavia in a 
certain light?

• Sports diplomacy: communicating foreign policy 
goals to the audience in front of the TV’s and in 
stadium stands

• Yugoslav football teams tours to Australia were 
designed, among other things, to connect the 
Yugoslav regime and their emigrants in Australia



Yugoslavia and the Diaspora

• Yugoslavia: modern, democratic, progressive 
country; bridge between the two Cold War blocks

• During the 1960s alone about 95,000 people from 
Yugoslavia immigrated to Australia, with another 
61,000 during the 1970s

• Yugoslav regime tried to controll the emigrants

• Matches played by Yugoslav football clubs in 
Australia (Hajduk Split in 1949 and 1990, Velež Mostar in 

1976, Red Star Belgrade in 1980, 1985, twice in 1977, 
Partizan Belgrade in 1979, Vardar Skopje in 1979, 1980 and 

1987, Dinamo Zagreb in 1981 and 1988): various official
documents, Yugoslav and Australian press etc. 
are showing us the reallities of these tours



Clubs on tour

• Tour organizers: the 
Yugoslav regime that 
monitors the activities of 
touring clubs and their 
players through their 
diplomats in Australia

• Players: “ambassadors of
our country” in Australia

• Emigrants and their
attitudes - towards the 
policies of their country of 
origin



Hajduk Split (1949)

• Official statement of the Hajduk delegation after 
returning from a three-month tour of Australia in 
1949:

The counter-revolutionary, criminal resolution of the 
Informbureau put our athletes in front of new tasks, of 
serving the homeland and spreading the truth about our 
socialist country. ‘Hajduk’… accepted this task, which it 
carried out especially successfully in faraway Australia, 
breaking a group of traitors who tried to divert our 
valuable emigrants from the right path of truth and 
loyalty to the Party and comrade Tito.



Velež Mostar (1976)



Riots at Adelaide City - Dinamo 
Zagreb match (1988)

Dinamo Zagreb in
Australia (1981)

Red star 
players in

Sydney (1985)

Australian Soccer Federation -
apology to Dinamo (1988)



Descriptions
• Official press and players

often fail to mention
incidents, focusing more 
in their reports on the
bright side: everyday life 
in the team, trainings 
and games, food, 
weather and other
cultural differences 
between Yugoslavia and 
Australia Cartoon A New Style [Novi Stil] (1981) 

showing a Dinamo player jumping like a 

kangaroo with the comment: – They 
brought it from their Australian tour



Hajduk (1990)

• Changes in Cro/Yug – free 
democratic elections

• Hajduk players removed
the star as a club emblem 
from their jerseys during 
the tour



Conclusion

• Tours of Yugoslav football clubs organized to 
present Yugoslavia as a country, especially in front 
of the Yugoslav émigré community in Australia

• Clubs were interested in building up team form, 
prestige, and money

• Yugoslav authorities, that closely moderated these 
tours, wanted to use football to connect their 
emigrated citizens with the country of their origin

• For many anti-Yugoslav individuals, these matches 
were an opportunity to show in front of the rest of 
the Australian community, that Yugoslavia is not a 
democratic country
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